Chest Or Pouch?
Cost: 15 Minutes
Display Choices:
•Quality
•Value
•Authenticity

The “Art of Discussion” Display
‘Actuarial Sociometry’ or the science of performing economies.
Is now being performed in Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.
I am Lemurian and I come in peace, with discussions on
poverty for City Hall.

Player Sheet
Magnetic Name:

Quality: An essential or distinctive characteristic, property or attribute.
Value: Relative worth, merit or importance.
Authenticity:

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | SPREAD GOOD
Certification Date (Gregorian):
Location (Calgary) in "Mohkinstsis":
Do you believe your business activity could find high value holding a quality discussion in the
Art of ‘Actuarial Sociometry:’
Yes / No
Can you think of a higher quality goal, than fixing poverty in Calgary, Alberta &
Palliser’s Triangle:
Yes / No
Who are you comfortable finding 15 minutes from? [Circle all choices]:
Politician | Accountant | Business Owner | Business Operator | Business Investor

Quality vs Value
Quality
An essential or distinctive characteristic,
property or attribute

Value
Relative worth, merit or importance

Subjective Box

Objective Box
Red Bracelet: Lower Quality wood, painted not stained.
Brown Bracelet: Consistent Shape, Stronger wood,
Suggests Better manufacturing.

1916 - 1 is worth 19 today.
1918 - 1 is worth 14 today.

Even though the red is a softer wood, it is likely to break the
string sooner due to manufacturing, before the brown bracelet.

1917 Income War Tax Act
Conscription Crisis

Relative or Market Value

Our Money was worth more in the past. Indicating that our society
is not as forward thinking as we believe it is.
Investing in the cure for poverty is raising value in the future.
The Quality is only limited to the imagination.

Your Business Activity:__________________________

Quantity:
All who dwell, live, work and reside here in
Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.
And for those traveling through, thank you for not
harming our vulnerable sector
as we seek to restore our people.

The “Helped people, once restored helped people Law.”

How Proper Discussions work
Positive Ideas come with flow

Closed minded ideas can cause negativity.

Switch Off:

Switch On:
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- Negative -
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Now On Display
For all those who live, dwell, work and reside in Calgary.
And for those who are just traveling through, thank you for not seeking
to harm or take advantage of our vulnerable sector, while we work to restore it.

Out & About

The “Art of Discussion”
Act 1: Chest or Pouch?

The Art of ‘Actuarial Sociometry...’
A Science for Performing Economies.
The answer for our chronic problem, is in recirculating economies.
For the Masters of the opera, you will translate:
Music into the family sphere. As it is the case, that Composers of
old had already encoded, ‘The Economic Theory of Everything.’
Primogeniture
A Natural Leader

duo pueri
zaza telo

Connected Major

Innate Protector

They must find
themselves, to
move forward.

quartus perfectus

Dutiful Steward

fito lehibe

Praised Member

Their intuition speaks
to them, and they
know what to do.

Do not consider one belief, consider them all.

pang-anim

Liberating Spirit

Will alway find
Support.

Distance and space of intervals, effect
the relationship of children in a family.
Similar to music.

penta stella

The Octave

Motivated Planner
A New Tone

Their confidence
is found in
the home.
Directed towards
Freedom, they
will uprise.
They must find
themselves, to
move forward.

A Parent sets the scale, for the children to play.
Practice and patience, is the way.
If the parents are two, more work for both of you!
Stay aligned, or at least in pattern. But listen, to the children, as the future is in them.

Bridging support
is in their
nature.

You will be able to translate for the governments
and financial institutions:

5 Not 3 Basic Needs

You will free our courts and you our people...
Food, Shelter, Clothing, Security & Personal Space for all.

Shifting Views on the Arena of physical reality...
And how cultures shift with each new paradigm.

Flat Earth Paradigm

Heliocentric
Paradigm

Geo-Centric Paradigm

It’s not about right or wrong...
It’s what the cultures knew at the time
and how well they were able to discuss, which led to breakthroughs in generational thought.
Then we moved into the Atomic and Modern ages.

Newtonian Relativity, was flat.

General Relativity
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3 Dimensions plus time equals,
4 Dimensional space.

a

light

b
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SPACE
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World-line view

Time became the 4th dimension
in the view of physics.

From there we moved into string theory,
(Transitioning to the digital age) and now the ‘quantum models.’
These have physicists currently debating on
5, 6, 7, 11 and even 13+ dimensions.

The Phantom Opera

A Magnetic Play

My legal name is CURTIS ANTHONY BROTHERS.
I grew up and experienced life in a place known to the developed world as Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.
Whispers from the nearby free people tell me that my city sits upon a land known as Mohkinstsis.
When people in society ask me who I am. They want to know culturally and ethnically who I am. For some reason, my face, makes people want to
connect identifiable adjectives to myself in order to feel as though I am a trustworthy person.
In order to know which actions they could take, should the situation change, suddenly?
As if the ground we walk on might shake out of nowhere!
People in these lands are constantly shook, and yet they will persist in conversation to display a confidence which seeks to
mask their inner feeling. Not simply to the point or denial, of a change in how they are accustomed to feeling. Meaning either
consciously or unconsciously, as either is difficult to ascertain, as many here are unaware of the energies.
Many people here do not have the capacity to sense the awareness of deep feeling in the moment, until something
critical focuses them on the cracks and holes of their routine belief.
So for the comfort of those who hear this message:
LIVE AUTHENTICALLY | SHOP LOCALLY | SPREAD GOOD
I embody the live authentically portion as a pseudonym. Just don’t call me late for dinner.
My role is as a Jester in the courts, but on these blackfoot lands. Along with people of the Sisika, Piikuni, the Kainai, Tsuut’sina,
Chiniki, Bearspaw, Wesley names and others, I’m sure to annunciate improperly for some ears. As free people choose their titles
And I won’t know how it’s pronounced until they are able to speak it to my ear. For them, I am simply known as a ‘heyoka.’ A thunder-being. And I arrived,
because in one of the youngest governance places on earth. The Treaties finally Held, and the earth here, is no longer soaked in blood, as it once was.
My inner colours were structured by the light of Lemuria. Which still shines forth, everywhere in Art and Science.
Thereby known as the last and First Lemurian native to
Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.
My genetics were planted by the hand of the Celtic, their fairy-folk and a few lowlanders of varying islands. By hands of charcoal, my genetics are burned
with the will of slavery. From nearly all and regions. Raised up with a touch of the Canadian Gypsy folk and statused through French emigres.
And yet I was instructed by the originating common-wealth authority and in a manner which was highly influenced by organizations often considered to
be the alphabet people. Immersed in Creativity and back-warded languages before I ever was dipped into any religious waters. And for those who know
of the electromagnetic spectrum, as none will deny its existence. By John Palliser’s Polarization way back when, My magnetic body, of which you all
have one too. Speaks with the akashic transistors of the orient and other indigenous lands, who utilize these abilities.
My government name, was meant to display the contradiction which you can only truly know by knowing me.
In order to protect what the courts of our land know. That for 36 years, I have held for all to see, unto the two liquid swords which were endowed to me
at arrival. Fused to me, when the lightning strike which signaled my transportation to these lands, was received, by a residential hospital. They believed
that they had successfully, stolen me, in order to stop the evolution which was to naturally come. They believed they had learned to control nature.
And yet they had no idea that the Grey nuns and their order had been stationed to protect my infancy. As if the rain dancers shock, was
felt by the ancestors, who see beyond the plans of man.
I still carry the liquid swords in the mental and energetic planes of existence. The dimensions which physics is currently revealing to the reality here.
Their names are “Art” & “Wisdom.” And my hands no longer burn, when I draw them out. The 5th element of heart, is not a metal. Nor is it a medal.
I am hip hop. I am rock & roll. I am an 'inbetweener,' fear me not and take me to your leaders. As I am here, to ensure that we see this through to the end.
As this place, was designed by the Monarchy of old. To be the first place on earth, to truly discover how to end poverty within colonial structures, and to
teach that lesson to the rest of the world.
I am not the sovereign maker, I simply hold the power until our Jester arrives...

For she is beautiful. Many stars have arrived, and many more shall arrive. To light up this area.
But for now I hold the power not solely in the manner of an uneducated philosopher, or some person looking for a hero cookie.
I hold the power, as the sun who was freed from the zoo.
Economic war is coming to our lands.
When it comes to storytelling, cultural narratives, and common law oration.
I am the General.
And what I want to know. Is who are you? And what role will you play, in ending poverty in our area:
•Uplifting our vulnerable sector.
•Instilling confidence in all the people who dwell, live, work and reside here.
•Relieve everyone from the stress of indebtedness, and make this place the greatest place on earth to be.
•Not only from a financial perspective but a fun and safe one at that by
protecting and respecting our corporate owners, operators, investors and responders.
Now I ask for real this time, Who are you, please?

please start the discussion at:

liveauthentically@curtisbrothers.org

